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Introductie
Continu verbeter technieken, overal worden ze met vlagen ingevoerd.

Six Sigma
Lean manufacturing
Lean Six Sigma
5S
Kaizen
TRIZ

Agile/Scrum
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Wat is Six Sigma?
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Wat is Six Sigma ?
A statistical measure of process capability:
Six Sigma means that a process produces fewer than 3.4 defects per million opportunities – i.e., a
99.99966% yield
A set of tools , which takes human and technical components into account; the implementation of
new, powerful (and easy-to-use) statistical methods
Decision making based on facts as an integral part of the management system
A methodology for the continuous improvement of the company’s processes and products

A business philosophy and strategy, developed by recognized leaders in world class quality

The objective is to align the entire performance of the company with the customer
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What is Six Sigma – According to Industry
“Six Sigma is a highly disciplined process that helps us focus on
developing and delivering near perfect products and services.”

“Six Sigma is an overall strategy to accelerate improvements in
processes, products and services. It is also a measurement of total
quality where focus is placed on eliminating defects and variation in
any and all processes and products.”

“Six Sigma has literal, conceptual, and practical definitions. At
Motorola, we think about Six Sigma at three different levels: As a
metric , As a methodology , As a management system
Essentially, Six Sigma is all three at the same time.”
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6 sigma backgrounds
Lean 6 Sigma method is based on the PDSA cycle. It originated in the
1920s with the eminent statistics expert Mr. Walter A. Shewhart, who
introduced the concept of PLAN, DO and SEE. The late Total Quality
Management (TQM) guru and renowned statistician Edwards Deming
modified the Shewart cycle as: PLAN, DO, STUDY, and ACT.
Plan what we are going to do. In this step we assess where we are, where we
need to be, why this is important, and plan how to close the gap. Identify some
potential solutions.
Do try out or test the solutions (sometimes at a pilot level).
Check/Study to see if the countermeasures you tried out had the effect you
hoped for, and make sure that there are no negative consequences associated
with them. Assess if you have accomplished your objective.
Act on what you have learned. If you have accomplished your objective, put
controls into place so that the issue never comes back again. If you have not
accomplished your objective, go through the cycle again, starting with the Plan
step.
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From Deming to 6 Sigma
Six Sigma is a business management strategy, originally developed by
Motorola in 1986.Six Sigma became well known after Jack Welch made it a
central focus of his business strategy at General Electric in 1995, and today it is
widely used in many sectors of industry.
Six Sigma seeks to improve the quality of process outputs by identifying and
removing the causes of defects (errors) and minimizing variability in
manufacturing and business processes. It uses a set of quality management
methods, including statistical methods, and creates a special infrastructure of
people within the organization ("Black Belts", "Green Belts", etc.) who are
experts in these methods. Each Six Sigma project carried out within an
organization follows a defined sequence of steps and has quantified financial
targets (cost reduction and/or profit increase).
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Gebaseerd op verantwoorde statistiek en meetgegevens
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Key to Improvement
If we cannot express what we know in numbers, we don’t know much about it
If we don’t know much about it, we cannot control it
If we cannot control it, we are at the mercy of chance
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Traditional business focus
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Traditional view focuses on the effects
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The Focus of Six Sigma

Y
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• Inputs (X)
• Cause
• Problem
• Control

Six Sigma focuses on the most significant causes
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Historisch perspectief
Oude wijn in nieuwe zakken
1970s

The concept is developed for the Japanese shipbuilding industry, and later introduced into the Japanese electronics and
consumer goods industries

1974

MATSUSHITA takes over loss-making Quasar (television manufacturer) from Motorola (150-180 defects per 100 TVs)

1979

Defects reduced to 3 per 100 TVs

1980

Quasar reports its success to the ASQC (American Society for Quality Control) (Hitzelberger Report)

1984

Bill Smith visits Quasar and recommends the Six Sigma methodology to Robert W. Galvin, CEO of Motorola

1989

Motorola is the first winner of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award

1989

From this point onwards, Six Sigma is introduced successfully into many other companies, such as Allied Signal, ABB,
Bombardier, Boeing, Ford, ...

1995

General Electric begins the introduction of Six Sigma into business units of its company. During implementation, the first
ever Black Belts are trained and employed

1998

In Europe Six Sigma implementation takes place mainly in subsidiaries of American companies

2000

Six Sigma enters onto the European companies’ stage
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Filosofie
Gemiddelde proces waarden zijn goed om op te sturen ……..
Maar variatie doet je de das om.
Baseer beslissingen op data en weet wat je meet.

Oorzaak en gevolg relaties verbonden door een proces
Als de oorzaak niet verdwijnt blijft het gevolg terugkomen
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6 Sigma in de Normale verdeling

The “68 - 95 - 99” Rule
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6 sigma is wat voor de meeste mensen “best in class” betekend
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Hoe bereiken we Six Sigma?
3

Variance

93.32 %

Yield

(Reducing the spread)

Customer specification
(Extending the tolerances)

6

99.99967 %

Yield
With 1,5 -Shift

6

99.99967 %

Yield
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Het DMAIC Proces : Typisch 14 Stappen
6-Sigma Strategy

Process Characterisation
Define

Measure

Process Optimisation
Analyse

Why is this project
critical ?

Measure how the
process performs
today and set
improvement
targets

Start linking
changes in the
process parameters
( “Red Xs” ) to their
effects on the
problem
(“Green Y”)

1)

4)

7)

2)
3)

Customer
requirements
Process Flow
Potential
Savings

5)
6)

Project
Definition
Capable
Measurement
System
Data
Collection
Capability

8)

Determine
potential Xs
Limit causes

Improve

Determine solutions
for controlling the
process parameters
( “Red Xs ) to
reduce the problem
(“Green Y”)
9)
10)

Determine
important Xs
Optimise
value for Xs

This is DMAIC process for Classic Six Sigma and NOT Lean Six Sigma

Control

Determine long
term control
measures which will
ensure that
improvements are
sustained
11)
12)
13)
14)

Process tolerances
Capable measurement
system
Capable process /
system
Process-Control
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Het trechter model, snoeien om focus te houden

Measure Phase

30 - 50 Inputs
10 - 15 Xs

Analyse Phase
Improve Phase
Control Phase

8 - 10 Xs

3-8 Critical Xs
1-3
Critical Xs

Optimized Process
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Six Sigma Tools
Shared with LEAN

SIX SIGMA ONLY
KANO Model

F Test

Cause and Effect Diagram

VOC/VOB (Voice of the
Customer/Business)

T Test

Scatterplot

ANOVA

RunChart

Regression

Flowchart

Correlation

Pareto

Problem Statement

5 Whys

Solution Specification

Histogram

MSA (Measurement System Analysis)
QFD (Quality Function Deployment)
DOE (Design of Experiments)
Systems Thinking

Affinity Diagram

Brainstorming

DMAIC

Standard Work
FMEA
Prioritisation Grid
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Lean
Lean manufacturing, lean enterprise, or lean production, often simply,
"Lean," is a production practice that considers the expenditure of resources
for any goal other than the creation of value for the end customer to be
wasteful, and thus a target for elimination. Working from the perspective of
the customer who consumes a product or service, "value" is defined as any
action or process that a customer would be willing to pay for.
Lean manufacturing is a variation on the theme of efficiency based on
optimizing flow; it is a present-day instance of the recurring theme in human
history toward increasing efficiency, decreasing waste, and using empirical
methods to decide what matters, rather than uncritically accepting preexisting ideas
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Lean bouwwerk
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What is Lean ?
A set of tools , which takes human, material and customer requirements into account to
deliver on time to the customers requirement at the lowest cost
Decision making based on facts, decision making carried out at the lowest level often
employing visual management as an integral part of the management system
A structured methodology for continuous improvement which is hinged on 5 basic
principles
A business philosophy and strategy, developed by recognised leaders in world class quality
A methodology which employs basic problem solving techniques

The objective is to align the entire performance of the Value
Stream with the customer
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Lean - A Brief History ?
1799
1800s
1890s
1900s
1910

The concept of interchangeable parts was developed by Eli Whitney whilst delivering a contract to the US army for 10,000 muskets
Systems of engineering drawings, tolerancing and large scale machine tools and process developed
Frederick W Taylor began looking at individual worker methods, the result being the Time Study and Standardised work. He called his
ideas “Scientific Management”, conceptually sound , however he ignored all behavioural science
Frank Gilbreth added Motion Study and Invented Process Charting, focusing on all elements and discriminating between Value Added
and Non value added
Henry Ford and his number 2, Charles E Sorensen fashioned the first comprehensive manufacturing strategy, they took all the elements
of a manufacturing system and arranged them in a continuous flow for manufacturing of the Model T automobile. Ford is considered by
many to be the first practitioner of Just in Time and Lean Manufacturing.

1920s

Alfred P Sloan of General Motors took a more pragmatic approach. He developed business and manufacturing strategies for managing
very large enterprises with lots of variety. By the mid 1930s General Motors had passed Ford in domination of the Automotive market.

1946-1950

The Allied victory in WWII and their ability to produce so quickly caught the attention of Japanese Industrialists. The studied American
production methods with particular attention to Ford, and the Statistical Quality control practices of Ishikawa, Deming and Juran

1949- 1975

At the Toyota Motor Company, Taichi Ohno and Shigeo Shingo began to incorporate the learning from the US into the Toyota Production
System; Toyota soon discovered that factory workers had far more to contribute that just labour hence the birth of quality
circles, and cellular manufacturing. Ishikawa, Deming and Juran all made significant contributions to Quality movement Shingo worked
on setup reduction allowing rapid changeovers and small batch manufacturing something the Ford System could never handle

1980s

The Toyota methodologies were being implemented by some major US firms

1990

James Womack wrote the book “The Machine that Changed the World”, an account of the history as detailed above, What was new
were the words “Lean Manufacturing”
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Traditional business focus
• Optimised local processes
• Cost benefits come from scale and mass production
• Expect more from employees, work harder for longer

• Build to stock and supply as customer requires
• High Inventory of Finished and In process Work
• Value defined by the Supplier
• Improve when you need to

Traditional view focuses on Cheque Book
Management and Sub Optimization
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The Focus of Lean
• Understand the Full Value Stream and Optimise it
• Benefits come from Speed the elimination of waste and flexibility
• Establish the right amount of work and perform in a standard fashion

• Build and supply as the customer requires it
• Value defined by the Customer
• Continuously improve

Lean focuses on doing more with less
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The Lean Principles

Value

Value
Stream

Flow

Pull

Perfect

Lean Strategy
Value Stream
Characterisation
Value
Establish Value in
the eyes of the
Customer; must be
specific to a
product or service

Value Stream
Understand the
current Value Stream
completely
Expose the waste and
opportunity

Value Stream
Optimisation
Flow
Redesign the
Value Stream,
eliminate the
waste and make
Value Flow

Pull
Only use the
Value Stream as
the Customer
Pulls the product
of Service

Perfection
Continuously
improve in
pursuit of
perfection
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What is A Value Stream ?
The value stream is a set of all the actions required to bring a
product (a good or service) through the three critical
management tasks of any business;

▪ The problem-solving task running from concept through
detailed scheduling to delivery
▪ The information management task running from order taking
through detailed scheduling to delivery
▪ The physical transformation task proceeding from raw
materials to finished product in the hands of the customer
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Lean Tools
Shared with SIX SIGMA

LEAN ONLY
VSM (Value Stream Mapping)

Takt

Cause and Effect Diagram

Muda & 7 Wastes

5S

Scatterplot

Production Levelling/Load Smoothing

Kanban

RunChart

JIT (Just In Time)

Policy Deployment

Flowchart

Jidoka (Stop The Line)

Kaizen

Pareto

PQ Analysis

Point of Use

5 Whys

Poka Yoke (Error Proofing)

SMED

Histogram

Autonomation

TPM

Brainstorming

Andon

Work Balancing

Standard Work

TOC (Theory of Constraints)

PDCA

FMEA

Visual Management and Control

Prioritisation Grid

PULL
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Lean 6 Sigma
Lean Six Sigma is a synergized managerial concept of Lean and Six Sigma that results in the
elimination of the seven kinds of wastes/muda (classified as Defects, Overproduction,
Transportation, Waiting, Inventory, Motion and Over-Processing) and provision of goods
and service at a rate of 3.4 defects per million opportunities (DPMO) .
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What is Lean Six Sigma (Blended)
“Lean Six Sigma is a process improvement methodology that focuses on
eliminating waste and reducing variation. ‘Lean’ refers to removing non value
added steps i.e. cutting out steps that provide no benefit. The “Six Sigma”
portion is statistically based and represents an occurrence rate of only 3.4
defects per million opportunities. When you combine the two, the result is a
process that saves time and money and improves customer satisfaction.”
“Xerox Lean Six Sigma is a rigorous, data-driven, results-oriented approach to
process improvement. It combines the tools and processes of two industryrecognized management methodologies, Lean and Six Sigma - creating
powerful engine for improving quality, efficiency and speed in every aspect of
your business.”
•Speed + Low Cost
•Lean SPEED enables Six Sigma Quality
(faster cycles of experimentation/learning)
•Culture + Quality
•Six Sigma QUALITY enables Lean Speed
(fewer defects mean less time spent on rework)
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Why Blend Lean and Six Sigma ?
• Whilst Lean and Six Sigma Share a basic quality improvement toolset
• Lean is well equipped to address WASTE and optimize the Value Stream in ways which Six Sigma is not
• Six Sigma is far better placed to deal with complex quality issues and reduce process variation; it
employs a very capable toolset to achieve this

Lean

SPEED &
EFFICIENCY

+

Six Sigma

QUALITY &
EFFECTIVENESS

Lean and Six Sigma Complement Each other
Exceptionally Well
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The direct comparison between
optimization methods shows….
Quick Wins

Observation orientated
improvements

Broad effect

Data orientated
improvements

RoI

Method
diversity

Project
management

Complexity

Stringency

•

Kaizen is used to improve the operational
procedures step by step

•

Lean tools are ideal to optimize the lead time of
unstable processes and to increase value creation
of the single steps

•

Six Sigma focuses on detailed and output open
analysis; the core reasons are identified and
solved by means of figures, data and facts

•

But only the consequent implementation of Lean
Six Sigma generates all potentials

•

According to the situation classic Kaizen and Lean
tools are combined with modern Six Sigma tools.

Customer orientation
KAIZEN

Six Sigma project

Lean

Lean Six Sigma program

…. the clear advantage of a Lean Six Sigma
implementation
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DMAIC Process Steps – High Level
Define
•Documentation of internal and external customer
demand
•Definition of project targets, structure and milestones
•Clear definition of problem/opportunity
Measure
Control

Define

•Ensure reliability of the measuring
system
•Measure, quantify and baseline
problem

•Ensure sustainable anchorage
of the solutions

Control

Measure

Improve
Analyse
•Development of potential
solutions
•Process improvement
•Pilot, realize and validate
solutions

•Identify key factors (critical Xs)
•Analyse and validate root
causes of the problem

Improve

Analyze
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Lean Six Sigma DMAIC Process – 14 Stages
Characterization
Define

1. Customer
Understanding

2. Process and
SIPOC
3. Project Charter

Optimization
Measure

4. Value Stream
and Process
map
5. Data &Metrics
6. Data Collection,
process
capability

Analyse

Improve

Control

7. Process
analysis

9. Solution
Creation

12.Delivered
Results

8. Route Cause
Analysis

10.Pilot Testing

13.Control &
Sustainability

11.Full
Implementation

14.Ownership,
Handover and
Celebration

Project Management
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Huidige status
Het is al sinds 2000 gemeengoed in de industrie. Is de magie voorbij?
Techniek en werk methode is maar het halve verhaal. Cultuur, discipline en leiderschap zijn doorslaggevend voor success.
Lean six sigma gedijdt niet in korte termijn management stijl maar behoeft lange termijn visie en betrokkenheid.
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Klassiek productie process – waar het mee begon

Inputs

Suppliers

Process

• Define Process
• Owner
• Purpose

Outputs

Customers
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Supply chains
Logistieke processen zijn ook processen
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Bedrijfsprocessen
Heel algemeen geldt het voor alles wat optimalisatie kan gebruiken
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Project management
Een stap verder, standaardisatie van projecten en verbeteren ervan.

Project:
Heeft begin en eind

Doel met concreet resultaat

Voorwaarden:
Documentatie en data
Vaste scope

Team werk

Opgeleid en vaardig

Methodes

Vastgelegde procedures

Afspraken

Best practices en standaarden

Kwaliteitsbewaking

Hogere frequentie om te meten
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Alternatieven
Wat is er nog meer op de markt?
Sinds Statistische Proces Controle en TQM / TPM is er meer ontwikkeld
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6 Sigma : the DMAIC & Design For Six Sigma differences
DMAIC

DFSS

Start from an identified performance gap
in an existing process or system

Start from an identified business
opportunity

Process improvement

Product, plant, or service design

Existing customer requirements

New requirements from customers and
markets

One or two critical customer
requirements

Considers all CCRs and focuses on critical
few

6 Sigma : the DMAIC & DFSS differences
DMAIC

One sigma process
improvement (variation
reduction)
~ 8 month duration
L6S project leader +
Team
Standard DMAIC
process

DFSS
Differentiated, competitively
advantaged products, plants,
and services designed to
target sigma level
6 − 36-month duration
Larger project team (SME,
MBB, BB, GB, PL)
(to be) Integrated into
some AKZO’s work
processes

5S Onderdeel van Lean maar los ook te gebruiken

Sort
Segregate
and
eliminate

Red Tag
Initial SHINE
Red tag holding
area
Organize storage
area

Simplify
Arrange and
identify
visual orderliness

Process flows
Work station design
Signboard strategy
Paint strategy
Color coding
Outlining

Shine
Daily
cleanup
process

Standardize Sustain
Document
procedures to
visualize how
it should be

Areas identified for
cleaning

Adhering to your
checklists

Cleaning schedules

Regular review of 5
point cleanup
level checklist

Cleanliness checklist

Maintenance
notifications
Shine Continuous
Improvement

Achieve
habitual
compliance

Talk about 5S at
department
meetings
Regularly designate
areas to review for
first 3 S areas

5S ontwikkeling en niveaus
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Kaizen – Stap naar beter

Categorize

Prioritize

Agile
Vanuit de IT sector een nieuwe aanpak van LEAN en Kaizen
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Scrum methode
Een Agile tool
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TRIZ
Onbekend maar erg krachtig en bruikbaar
Imagine the biggest study of human creativity ever conducted. Picture the systematic study of over two million of the world’s
most successful patents, and the construction of a problem solving method which then combines those solutions into a whole
that strips away all boundaries between different industries. Now imagine that it exists. What you’re seeing is TRIZ.
TRIZ stands for Teoriya Resheniya Izobreatatelskikh Zadatch, which, translated into English approximates to the Theory of
Inventive Problem Solving. TRIZ research began in 1946 when engineer Genrich Altshuller was tasked with studying patents. TRIZ
and its ‘Systematic Innovation’ updates today represent the output of over 2000 person years worth of research into not just
patents, but successful problem solutions from all areas of human endeavour. The main findings of Systematic Innovation are:
•

That the same problems and solutions appear again and again across different industries

•

That the most powerful solutions are the ones that successfully eliminate the compromises and trade-offs conventionally
viewed as inherent in systems.

•

That there are only a small number of possible strategies for overcoming such contradictions.

•

That the most powerful solutions also make maximum use of resources.

•

That technology evolution trends follow highly predictable paths.
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Gezond verstand gebruiken
Gebruik het juiste gereedschap
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Change is optional: survival is not mandatory
"It is not the strongest of the species that
survives, nor the most intelligent,
but the one most responsive to change"
Charles Darwin

Wat werkt echt
Cultuur en mensenwerk

Resultaat

Juiste
methode
Duidelijk
probleem
Betrokkenheid en
eigenaarschap
Vertrouwen en veiligheid
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Uitnodiging voor discussie
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